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The next generation weak lensing surveys (i.e., LSST, Euclid and WFIRST) will require exquisite
control over systematic effects. In this paper, we address shear calibration and present the most re-
alistic forecast to date for LSST/Euclid/WFIRST and CMB lensing from a stage 4 CMB experiment
(“CMB S4”). We use the CosmoLike code to simulate a joint analysis of all the two-point func-
tions of galaxy density, galaxy shear and CMB lensing convergence. We include the full Gaussian
and non-Gaussian covariances and explore the resulting joint likelihood with Monte Carlo Markov
Chains. We constrain shear calibration biases while simultaneously varying cosmological parame-
ters, galaxy biases and photometric redshift uncertainties. We find that CMB lensing from CMB
S4 enables the calibration of the shear biases down to 0.2%− 3% in 10 tomographic bins for LSST
(below the ∼ 0.5% requirements in most tomographic bins), down to 0.4% − 2.4% in 10 bins for
Euclid and 0.6%− 3.2% in 10 bins for WFIRST. For a given lensing survey, the method works best
at high redshift where shear calibration is otherwise most challenging. This self-calibration is ro-
bust to Gaussian photometric redshift uncertainties and to a reasonable level of intrinsic alignment.
It is also robust to changes in the beam and the effectiveness of the component separation of the
CMB experiment, and slowly dependent on its depth, making it possible with third generation CMB
experiments such as AdvACT and SPT-3G, as well as the Simons Observatory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the physics of cosmic acceleration is the aim of many ongoing and upcoming imaging surveys
such as the Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS)[1], the Dark Energy Survey (DES)[2] [3], the Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam
(HSC) survey[4] [5], the Subaru Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS)[6][7], the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument
(DESI)[8], the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) [9], the ESA satellite mission Euclid [10], and NASA’s Wide-
Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) [11]. Through gravitational lensing, images of distant sources such as
galaxies or the cosmic microwave background (CMB) are distorted by the presence of foreground mass. In the weak
regime, lensing produces small distortions, arcminute deflections or ∼ 1% shear, coherent on degree scales, which
are detected statistically. Weak gravitational lensing is sensitive to the growth of structure and the geometry of the
universe, making it a powerful probe of dark energy, modifications to General Relativity and the sum of the neutrino
masses (see [12] and references therein for a review).
Realizing the full potential of the stage 4 weak lensing surveys (i.e. LSST, Euclid and WFIRST) requires an exquisite
understanding and control of systematics effects [13]. In the case of LSST, the bias and scatter in photometric redshifts
need to be controlled to better than a percent [14], which may require more than ∼ 105 galaxy spectra for calibration
[15]. Interpreting cosmic shear, i.e. the power spectrum of the weak lensing of galaxies by the large-scale structure
in the universe, requires knowledge of the matter power spectrum, down to scales where non-linear evolution and
baryonic effects are important [16–24]. Intrinsic alignments of galaxies, if not mitigated, could contaminate the
cosmic shear signal by up to 1 − 10% (see [25–28] for a review). Finally, estimating the shear from galaxy shapes
may lead to additive and multiplicative biases, typically redshift dependent, which have to be controlled to a high
accuracy [14, 29]. The shear multiplicative bias is degenerate with the amplitude of the signal and its time evolution
can hide the true evolution of the growth of structure, which probes dark energy and possible modifications to general
relativity. Massey et al. [29] found that fully exploiting the statistical power of a stage 4 cosmic shear survey requires
a shear multiplicative bias of . 0.4%. The focus of this paper is to show how CMB lensing contributes to reaching
this goal.
Many effects contribute to the shear multiplicative bias [29, 30], such as inaccuracies in the point-spread function
(PSF) or detector effects (e.g. charge transfer inefficiency in CCDs or the brighter-fatter effect). Model biases may
occur when estimating galaxy shapes with an inaccurate galaxy profile. Since lensing couples the short and long
wavelength modes of a galaxy image, knowing the response of a galaxy image to shear requires knowing the galaxy
image to a better resolution than the PSF, leading in practice to a “noisy deconvolution” shape bias. Furthermore,






















2on their shape, leading to a shape selection bias. Correcting this bias perfectly would require knowledge of the galaxy
population below the detection threshold [29, 30]. State of the art shape algorithms calibrated on simulations (e.g.
[30]) reach few percent accuracy on the shear multiplicative bias. They currently approach the requirements of stage
4 surveys (e.g. [31]) in the absence of selection bias (i.e. when the galaxy population is known perfectly) and for
images with slightly higher signal to noise.
Because the shear multiplicative bias is such a critical and difficult systematic for stage 4 weak lensing surveys,
alternative methods to calibrate it provide a valuable redundancy. These consistency checks will be crucial in trusting
the results, e.g. in the optimistic event where stage 4 weak lensing surveys would find deviations from ΛCDM.
The lensing convergence reconstructed from temperature and polarization of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) does not rely on galaxy shape estimation [32–34]. Although CMB lensing is most sensitive to the mater
distribution at higher redshift, the lensing efficiencies for CMB and galaxy lensing overlap, thus potentially allowing
to calibrate the shear multiplicative bias [35–37]. Using a Fisher forecast, Vallinotto [35, 36], Das et al. [37] combine all
the 2-point correlations of galaxy positions, galaxy shapes and CMB lensing convergence. They show that adding CMB
lensing and galaxy spectroscopic data to a shape catalog allows to approach the requirements on shear calibration for
stage 4 weak lensing surveys. This method is appealing because it is a self-calibration: it relies on the data alone and
not on image simulations of the whole galaxy sample. It is a practical example of real synergy between overlapping
surveys, where combining probes leads to improved systematics and not just a marginally higher signal-to-noise. CMB
lensing has been measured by the WMAP satellite [38, 39], the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) [40–43], the
South Pole Telescope (SPT) [44–46], POLARBEAR [47] and the Planck satellite [48, 49]. In the future, Advanced
ACT, SPT-3G and a stage 4 ground-based CMB experiment (CMB S4) [50, 51], as well as the Simons Observatory,
will provide high fidelity maps of the CMB lensing convergence over a large fraction of the sky.
Recent work has applied this method to existing stage 3 data. Liu et al. [52] correlated galaxy positions from
CFHT with galaxy shapes from CFHT and CMB lensing from Planck. Assuming a fixed cosmology (WMAP or
Planck parameters) and known photometric redshift errors, they constrain the shear bias in the CFHT shape catalog,
finding a shear bias lower than unity at 2− 4σ. However, a shift in the cosmological parameters, a different redshift-
evolution of the galaxy bias or uncharacterized photometric redshift errors might explain this tension. Similarly,
Baxter et al. [53] correlated galaxy positions from DES with galaxy shapes from DES and CMB lensing from SPT,
to constrain the shear bias and an overall additive photometric redshift bias. The constraints on shear bias are
obtained by fixing cosmology and the photo-z bias to fiducial values. Cross-correlations between galaxy shear and
CMB lensing have been measured [54–56]. In [57], the combination of galaxy shear and CMB lensing is forecasted
to improve dark energy and neutrino mass constraints. In [58], the CMB lensing from Planck and the galaxy lensing
from CFHTLenS is measured around CMASS halos, yielding a 15% measurement of a cosmographic distance ratio.
Finally, [59] measured all the two-point correlations of galaxy positions and shear from SDSS and CMB convergence
from Planck, and constrained in turn galaxy bias to 2% accuracy, cosmology, shear multiplicative bias to 15% and
distance ratio to 10%. While these studies [52, 53, 59] currently constrain the shear bias to & 10%, far from current
state-of-the-art calibrations from simulations, they constitute very encouraging first steps in using CMB lensing and
spectroscopic data to calibrate the shear bias.
In this paper, we address the following questions: can CMB lensing calibrate the shear bias down to the require-
ments of stage 4 surveys? Is this method competitive with image simulations? Is this possible without arbitrarily
fixing cosmological and nuisance parameters? How robust is this calibration to photometric redshift uncertainties and
intrinsic alignments? To answer these questions in a realistic way, we simulate the full joint analysis of weak lensing,
photometric clustering and CMB lensing. We compute the full covariances for all the two-point auto- and cross-
correlations, including the non-Gaussian covariances which dominate on small scales. We analyze the full likelihood
function with Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC), allowing for a potentially non-Gaussian posterior distribution.
This is particularly relevant when assessing non-linear degeneracies between parameters. We compare these MCMC
forecasts with Fisher forecasts, thus assessing potential departures from Gaussianity of the posterior distributions.
We test the robustness of the method by simultaneously varying shear biases, cosmological parameters, galaxy biases,
photometric redshift uncertainties (bias in each tomographic bin and overall scatter), and by contaminating the simu-
lated data with intrinsic alignment. We extend the CosmoLike [60] framework to include CMB lensing and produce
the most realistic forecast to date for LSST/Euclid/WFIRST and CMB lensing from a stage 4 CMB experiment.
Given the importance of this result, and as an input for the design of CMB S4, we vary the depth, resolution and
maximum multipole of the CMB experiment and show the robustness of this shear calibration method.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the observables considered, the survey specifications,
the systematic effects included and the simulated likelihood. In Sec. III A, we revisit the LSST requirements and
show that self-calibration of the shear biases with LSST alone is possible down to 1 − 2%. The calibration of shear
multiplicative bias down to the LSST requirements by using stage 4 CMB lensing is presented in Sec. III B, along with
the impact of intrinsic alignments. We show the importance of sensitivity and resolution for CMB S4 in Sec. IV A,
the robustness to photometric redshift uncertainties in Sec. IV B, to non-linearities and baryonic effects in Sec. IV C,
3and present forecasts for Euclid and WFIRST instead of LSST in Sec. IV D.
II. SIMULATED JOINT ANALYSIS OF LSST & CMB S4: METHOD
A. Observables: g, κgal, κCMB
We use the projected galaxy density field g, the convergence κgal from galaxy shapes and κCMB from CMB lensing
reconstruction as probes of the matter density field. We consider two distinct galaxy samples for g and κgal, with
distinct redshift distributions and tomographic bins, as detailed in Sect. II C. Each observable A ∈ {g, κgal, κCMB} is
a projection of the density contrast δ, weighted by an efficiency kernel WA:
A(nˆ) =
∫
dχ WA(χ) δ(χnˆ, χ) (1)









in the Limber and flat sky approximations. Throughout, we assume a flat cosmology and therefore equate comoving



























Thus the CMB lensing efficiency is simply WκCMB(χ) = Wκ(χ, χLSS), where χLSS is the comoving distance to the
surface of last scattering at z ∼ 1100 (see curve in Fig. 2). For the convergence κgal,i in the tomographic bin i, the









In this simulated analysis, we compute all the cross and auto-spectra of g, κgal and κCMB in different tomographic
redshift bins. The analysis therefore includes galaxy clustering (C
gigj
` ), galaxy-galaxy lensing (C
giκgal,j
` ), galaxy-CMB
lensing (CgiκCMB` ), cosmic shear tomography (C
κgal,iκgal,j
` ), CMB lensing power spectrum (C
κCMBκCMB
` ) and CMB
lensing-galaxy lensing (C
κCMBκgal,j
` ). Our specific assumptions about CMB S4 and LSST are detailed in the next
sections, as well as the treatment of the systematic effects.
B. CMB S4 specifications
We simulate a Stage 4 CMB experiment (CMB S4) [50, 51], with specifications presented in Fig. 1. We assume full
overlap with LSST, high resolution (beam FWHM= 1′) and sensitivity (white noise level 1µK ′). We adopt reasonable
`-cuts for the cleaned CMB temperature and polarization maps (`min = 30 for T, E, B; `max = 3000 for T; `max = 5000
for E,B). As a result, our forecast only uses the convergence κCMB between ` = 30 and ` = 5000. As an input for the
design of CMB S4, we quantify the separate impacts of resolution, depth and effectiveness of component separation
in Sec. IV A.
Our likelihood analysis uses the reconstructed convergence κCMB from CMB S4, and assumes the minimum variance
quadratic estimator from [32, 33]. This minimum variance estimator is the optimal linear combination of the quadratic
estimators from temperature and E and B polarizations. The corresponding reconstruction noise is shown in Fig. 1:
the reconstructed convergence is cosmic variance limited up to ` = 1000. At the resolution and sensitivity considered,
iterative techniques making use of the full likelihood function for the CMB convergence may improve the reconstruction
4noise by a factor of order unity, compared to the minimum variance quadratic estimator [61, 62]. Using only the
quadratic estimators gives a conservative forecast for CMB S4 lensing.
We do not include temperature and polarization power spectra from CMB S4, nor Planck priors on cosmological
parameters: we wish to use the minimal number of probes in the shear calibration. Furthermore, given the high
statistical signal to noise, a consistent analysis might need to account for correlations between the CMB temperature
and polarization and the large-scale structure. We found that including Planck priors on cosmological parameters
improves the shear calibration by several tens of percent.
CMB S4 specifications
Ωs 18,000 deg
2 (fsky = 44%)
beam FWHM= 1′
white noise 1µK′ for T; 1.4µK′ for E,B
`min 30 for T, E, B, κCMB
`max 3000 for T; 5000 for E, B, κCMB

























FIG. 1. Assumed specifications for CMB S4.
Left panel: Assumed survey area, resolution, sensitivity and `-limits. The cutoff `max is determined by our ability to effectively
remove foregrounds with multifrequency data, and the values assumed here represent reasonable assumptions.
Left panel: Corresponding noise per `-mode for the various quadratic estimators (colored lines) and for the minimum-variance
quadratic estimator (solid black line), compared to the amplitude of the CMB lensing signal (dashed black line). The CMB
lensing convergence is cosmic variance limited up to ` = 1000.
C. LSST specifications
Following closely [63], we simulate an LSST-like survey [9] over a total area Ωs = 18, 000 deg
2. The assumed
specifications are presented in Fig. 2.
We assume the source redshift distribution to follow dnsource/dz ∝ zαe−(z/z0)β , with α = 1.27, β = 1.02, z0 = 0.5,
with a total number density nsource = 26 arcmin
−2 [64], and a shape noise σ = 0.26 in each ellipticity component.
We split the source galaxies into 10 tomographic redshift bins.
The assumed galaxy lens sample is similar to the redMaGiC sample [65], with a constant comoving volume density
n¯lens(z) = 10
−3 (h/Mpc)3 and corresponding redshift distribution dnlens/dz ∝ χ(z)2/H(z), giving a total number
density of nlens = 0.25 arcmin
−2. We split these galaxies into 4 tomographic bins. The lens sample is also used as the
clustering sample: the same projected galaxy density field g is used for clustering and lensing-tracer correlations. In
both cases, we only use the `-modes with ` ≥ 20 and 2piχ(zmean)/` > 10 Mpc/h, corresponding to the smallest scale
where we assume linear biasing to be valid. In practice, this corresponds to `max = 420, 714, 930 and 1212 respectively
for the four redshift bins. We introduce the effective galaxy bias big for each bin i, as 4 nuisance parameters. Several
comments are in order. We have selected a clustering and lens sample with excellent photo-z accuracy (see next
subsection), in order to get a robust shear calibration. For this reason, we have restricted the lens sample to z < 1,
beyond which photo-z accuracy is expected to degrade considerably. This limits the signal to noise in clustering
and tracer-lensing correlations considerably. As a result, our forecast for shear calibration from data combinations
involving clustering and tracer-lensing should be considered very conservative. We note however that the comoving
volume density of this redMaGiG-like sample is not limiting: the galaxy shot noise in this sample is subdominant on
almost all the scales we retain.
5For the convergence field κgal, we use all the modes 20 ≤ ` ≤ 5000. This is the current baseline for lensing
forecasts with LSST. On the smallest scales, baryonic effects in the matter power spectrum may constitute a source
of systematic error. We discuss it in the next subsection.
D. Systematics & nuisance parameters
In addition to the basic LSST survey parameters summarized above, this section specifies our detailed assumptions
on systematic uncertainties affecting the LSST galaxy samples.
Photometric redshift uncertainties
We assume Gaussian photometric redshift uncertainties, with a bias ∆z and scatter σz, such that









is the probability of measuring the photo-z zph given a galaxy with true redshift z. This approach neglects catastrophic
photo-z failures [66]. Realistic distributions for p (zph|z) can be much complex, however a careful treatment of photo-z
outliers is beyond the scope of this paper. We split the lens sample into 4 tomographic bins z ∈ (0.2 − 0.4), (0.4 −
0.6), (0.6− 0.8), (0.8− 1). We split the source sample into 10 tomographic bins with equal number of objects per bin.









These redshift distributions are shown in Fig. 2. The large number of tomographic bins for the lens and source samples
is justified a posteriori by the good signal to noise ratio (SNR) and low correlation coefficient for the various `-bins
and tomographic bins. For each lens or source bin, we introduce a bias ∆z,lens/source,i, as well as an overall scatter
σz,lens/source/(1 + z), resulting in 16 nuisance parameters. We marginalize over these nuisance parameters with priors
as indicated in Table I.
Multiplicative shear bias
We describe shear calibration uncertainties via an overall shear multiplicative bias mi for each source bin i, resulting
in 10 nuisance parameters: κgal,i −→ (1 +mi) κgal,i. The goal of this analysis is to forecast the constraints on mi,
with and without priors. Note that we do not account for potential scale-dependent errors in the calibration. Such
effects can be marginalized over if their scale-dependences are known, as in [68].
Intrinsic Alignments
To assess the potential contamination from galaxy intrinsic alignments (IA), we include the IA contamination in
the data vector, but do not account for the contamination in the analysis. We model IA using the non-linear linear
alignment (NLA) model [69–71] for red galaxies, and neglect the plausible, but much weaker alignment of blue galaxies
[72–74]. We calculate the expected intrinsic alignment amplitude by averaging the observed redshift and luminosity
dependence of the intrinsic alignment amplitude of red galaxies in the MegaZ-LRG sample [75] over the luminosity
function of source galaxies, for which we extrapolate the r-band luminosity function measurements from the GAMA
survey [76] to LSST depth [see 77, for details].
Unaccounted IA biases the shear estimated from galaxy shapes, and can therefore affect all cross-correlations
involving at least one κgal. We calculate the contamination of gκgal and κgalκgal following [78], and the contamination
of κgalκCMB following [79, 80].
A detailed study of all existing IA models and mitigation techniques is beyond the scope of this paper; in the case
of cosmic shear with LSST we refer the reader to [77].
6Nonlinearities and baryonic effects
We account for non-linearities in the covariance matrix, by including the non-linear trispectrum terms as well as
the super-sample covariances [81–85] as in [63].
For the projected density field g, we discard the small scales (see previous subsection) where linear bias might no
longer be valid. This limits the potential effect of baryons. For the lensing convergence κgal, we do not include any
uncertainty in the modeling of the non-linear power spectrum or the baryonic effects. However, we show in Sec. IV C
that the shear calibration is only degraded by 10− 40% when varying the maximum multipole `max from our fiducial
value of 5, 000 down to 1, 000.
Biases in the CMB lensing reconstruction
The quadratic estimators for CMB lensing exploit the statistical isotropy of the primary CMB. Any component
that breaks this statistical isotropy will therefore contribute to the reconstructed κCMB map. This the case of the
cosmic infrared background, as well as radio point sources and thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich clusters, whether they are
resolved or not. These sources may contaminate the convergence map and its power spectrum at the sub-percent to
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FIG. 2. Assumed specifications for LSST [9], following [63]. The left panel shows the survey area, galaxy density, redshift
distribution of the sources and shape noise. The right panel shows the full redshift distribution of the source galaxies (black
curve), split into 10 tomographic bins (blue filled curves). The lens sample is redMaGiC-like [65], split into 4 lens bins (red-
yellow filled curves, multiplied by 10 to be visible on the same scale). Overlaid is the CMB lensing efficiency kernel (magenta
line).
E. Likelihood analysis
Our simulated data vector for the joint LSST & CMB S4 analysis consists of all the auto and cross-spectra of galaxy
projected density, galaxy convergence and CMB convergence for all the lens and source bins:
DLSST & CMB S4 =
 Cgigj`︸ ︷︷ ︸
clustering

















7Again, we note that our LSST & CMB S4 analysis does not include temperature and polarization power spectra from
CMB S4, only the convergence κCMB. For comparison purposes, we also consider an LSST-only analysis:
DLSST =











Finally, for the purpose of calibrating the shear bias, it is useful to compare the following two combinations:
DCombi 1 =
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Combination 1 corresponds to the joint analysis of CMB lensing and LSST galaxy shapes through their auto- and
cross-correlations. It uses only lensing-lensing correlations. This combination is natural since the CMB is distorted by
the same foreground mass distribution as the galaxy shapes (although with a slightly different efficiency kernel), and
so one would like to compare the two convergence maps directly, which can be done with the auto- and cross-spectra
of κCMB and κgal.
Combination 2 compares CMB lensing and galaxy shapes through cross-correlation with the lens sample, and adds
clustering. It uses tracer-lensing and tracer-tracer correlations. This combination has the advantage of only using
cross-correlations of the convergence fields, which are less prone to systematic effects than auto-correlations. As we
will show, this combination has slightly lower statistical SNR but is less affected by intrinsic alignment contamination
(see Sec. III B). It is also less sensitive to uncertainties in the small-scale power spectrum: because of our ` cuts
in the tracer population, the signal is not affected by comoving scales below 10 Mpc/h. This is not the case for
lensing-lensing correlations, for which a fixed angular scale receives contributions from arbitrarily small comoving
scales.
The various data vectors are computed assuming the survey parameters Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, and the fiducial parameters
in Table I. We wish to constrain the parameters in Table I from the mock data vector D. To give visual intuition on
the effect of cosmological and nuisance parameters on the observables in D, we show the logarithmic derivatives of
D in App. A. These give insight into the degeneracies between cosmological and nuisance parameters. We assume a
Gaussian likelihood for the data, and ignore the dependence of the covariance matrix on parameters (see [88–90] for











whereM(Θ) is the model for the dataD, computed in the same way as the data vector, but evaluated at the parameters
Θ instead of their fiducial value. The Gaussian approximation is most accurate at high `, where the C` estimator
averages over a large number of modes and the central limit theorem applies. As shown in [91], varying the covariance
matrix in the Gaussian likelihood may overestimate the information in the data, by including spurious information
from the variance of the data vector. Keeping the covariance matrix fixed is therefore a conservative choice, as this
includes only the information from the mean data vector.
We explore the posterior distribution with MCMC sampling, using the code emcee [92]. This method is appropriate
for potentially non-Gaussian posterior distributions. This is relevant in the case of non-linear degeneracies. We show
the convergence of the MCMC chains in App. B. We also perform Fisher forecasts, and validate them against the
MCMC forecasts in App. B. Confidence intervals from MCMC and Fisher agree to better than 5%, which is the
result of both the convergence of the MCMC chains and the near-Gaussianity of the posterior for the shear biases.
As explained earlier, we do not include Planck priors on cosmological parameters.
8Parameter Fiducial Prior
Cosmology
Ω0m 0.3156 flat(0.1, 0.6)
σ8 0.831 flat(0.6, 0.95)
ns 0.9645 flat(0.85, 1.06)
w0 -1 flat(-2, 0)
wa 0 flat(-2.5, 2.5)
Ω0b 0.0492 flat(0.04, 0.055)
h0 0.6727 flat(0.6, 0.76)
Galaxy bias
b1g 1.35 flat(0.8, 2.0)
b2g 1.5 flat(0.8, 2.0)
b3g 1.65 flat(0.8, 2.0)
b4g 1.8 flat(0.8, 2.0)
Photo-z: lens sample
∆z,lens,i 0 Gauss(0, 0.0004)
σz,lens/(1 + z) 0.01 Gauss(0.01, 0.0006)
Photo-z: source sample
∆z,source,i 0 Gauss(0, 0.002)
σz,source/(1 + z) 0.05 Gauss(0.05, 0.003)
Shear calibration
mi 0 Gauss(0, 0.004) or None
TABLE I. We vary 37 parameters in the simulated likelihood analysis, including 7 cosmological parameters, 4 galaxy biases, 16
photo-z parameters and 10 shear biases. For each parameter, the fiducial value is shown, as well as the prior (either flat (min,
max) or Gaussian (µ, σ)). Priors for the nuisance parameters follow [63]. The fiducial values for the cosmological parameters
follow [93].
The covariance matrix is shown in Fig. 3, and includes the Gaussian and non-Gaussian contributions (including
the super-sample covariance [63, 81–85]). These covariances are computed analytically with CosmoLike [60], using
Halofit for the non-linear power spectrum, and a halo model for the trispectrum, as in [63] (see their Appendix A).
The most notable additional component here is the noise from CMB lensing reconstruction, described in Sec. II B.
From the data vector and the covariance matrix, we compute the individual and combined signal-to-noise ratios
(SNR) for the various probes. These are shown in Tab. II. Note that the statistical SNR is only a good figure of
merit when predicting the constraint on a single parameter, the amplitude of the signal, in the absence of nuisance
parameters. Instead, we present it here in order to give intuition about the relative statistical weight of each probe.
From Tab. II, we see that each probe will be measured with high significance, with SNR∼ 100− 1000.
The SNR in cosmic shear is higher than in galaxy-galaxy lensing and clustering, which is due to our very conservative
choice of tracer sample. As explained earlier, in order to get a robust shear calibration and a conservative forecast, we
restrict our tracer to z < 1 where photo-z uncertainties are very well understood. We also discarding the small-scales,
where linear bias breaks down and a more realistic halo occupation distribution model would be required. Again, this
choice severely limits the signal to noise in clustering and tracer-lensing correlations.
The total SNR for LSST & CMB S4 lensing is only ∼ 16% higher than that of LSST alone. However, this does not
mean that adding CMB S4 lensing is pointless. Indeed, our goal is not to reduce the statistical error bars compared
to LSST alone, but instead to constrain systematics by breaking degeneracies, due to the fact that CMB lensing is
not affected by the same systematics as galaxy lensing. The SNR does not take into account nuisance parameters and
their priors. AS we show later, CMB lensing from S4 basically replaces a prior on the shear biases. We discuss this
in more detail in the next section.
We also note that CMB lensing and galaxy lensing are relatively well matched in terms of SNR: the SNR in CMB
lensing auto-correlation is 75% of the SNR in cosmic shear. This justifies combining the two, and drives the calibration

































FIG. 3. Correlation coefficient matrix for the full set of observables DLSST & CMB S4 (i.e. clustering, galaxy-CMB lensing,
galaxy-galaxy lensing, CMB lensing auto, CMB lensing-galaxy lensing, shear tomography). The matrix is 2450 × 2450 and
includes galaxy clustering, galaxy-galaxy lensing, shear tomography, as well as CMB lensing, galaxy-CMB lensing, and galaxy
lensing-CMB lensing. The details of the calculation are presented in the Appendix A of [63]. Please zoom in to identify
individual matrix elements.
LSST & CMB S4 SNR
Individual probes
clustering (gg) 377
galaxy-galaxy lensing: gκgal 276
galaxy-CMB lensing: gκCMB 154 (56% of gκgal)
shear tomography: κgalκgal 532
CMB lensing auto: κCMBκCMB 401 (75% of κgalκgal)
galaxy lensing-CMB lensing: κgalκCMB 370
Combinations
LSST: gg, gκgal, κgalκgal 620
Combination 1: κCMBκCMB, κCMBκgal, κgalκgal 647
Combination 2: gg, gκCMB, gκgal 403
Full: gg, gκCMB, gκgal, κCMBκCMB, κCMBκgal, κgalκgal 718 (16% more than LSST alone)
TABLE II. Individual and combined signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), giving insight on the statistical weight of each probe included
in the joint analysis. All probes will be measured at high significance with LSST and CMB S4. The SNR in cosmic shear is
higher than in galaxy-galaxy lensing and clustering, which is due to our very conservative choice of tracer sample. CMB lensing
from CMB S4 adds a small contribution to the total statistical significance, but will be important in breaking degeneracies and
calibrating the shear multiplicative bias. The SNR gives an idea of the relative statistical weight of the various observables.
However, it doesn’t take into account the presence of nuisance parameters and their priors. As we show later, CMB lensing
from S4 basically replaces a prior on the shear multiplicative biases.
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III. SHEAR CALIBRATION FOR LSST: REQUIREMENTS, SELF-CALIBRATION WITH AND
WITHOUT CMB S4 LENSING
A. LSST requirements and self-calibration
In this subsection, we revisit the shear multiplicative bias requirements for LSST [29, 94]. We assess the degradation
in cosmological parameters as a function of the prior on the shear biases mi, while jointly fitting for cosmological
parameters, galaxy biases and photo-z uncertainties.
Fig. 4 shows the degradation in cosmological parameters as a function of the prior on mi. The left panel shows the
case of cosmic shear alone, while the right panel shows the LSST combination (cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy lensing,
clustering). In both cases, we vary cosmological parameters as well as all the nuisance parameters in Tab. I. For cosmic
shear alone (left panel), we find that a prior on mi of 0.005 produces a 10% degradation in cosmological parameters
compared to a perfect shear calibration. This degradation is somewhat smaller than the 30 − 70% found in [14] (in
their Fig. 4), likely due to our marginalization of photo-z uncertainties. Furthermore, [14] and [29] quote requirement
for LSST shear calibration similar to our value of 0.5%, and we will therefore retain this value in the rest of the paper.
The left panel of Fig. 5 also shows that self-calibration of the shear is possible from cosmic shear alone. This can
be understood intuitively as follows. The dependence of cosmic shear in the mi is purely multiplicative on all scales,
whereas the dependence in other cosmological and nuisance parameters changes with scale: for instance, the cosmic
shear power spectrum scales as σ28 in the linear regime, and as σ
3
8 in the non-linear regime (see Fig. 12 in App. A).
By including both large and small scales, the degeneracy with the shear bias can be broken. We find a degradation of
up to 50% in cosmological parameters when relaxing completely the priors on shear calibration. This is again more
optimistic compared to [14], who found a factor of 2 degradation, and is again likely due to our marginalization of
photo-z uncertainties.
We reproduce this analysis in the case of the full LSST (cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy lensing, clustering), shown in
the right panel of Fig. 4. Since clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing have different dependences on the shear biases (if
any), adding them allows for a better self-calibration of the shear, and a reduction in the degradation in cosmological
parameters. Indeed, a 0.5% prior on the mi only leads to at most a 3% degradation in cosmological parameters.
Completely relaxing shear bias priors only leads to a 25% degradation at most.
In the absence of shear priors, the self-calibration of the shear is better than 2% for cosmic shear alone, and better
than 1.5% for LSST, in most of the redshift range. This is shown in Fig. 5, left panel.
Note that all these results assumed photo-z uncertainties as in Tab. I. We vary these photo-z assumptions in
Sec. IV B. Note also that this self-calibration from LSST alone relies on the comparison between large scales and small
scales. It is therefore somewhat susceptible to non-linearities and baryonic effects in the matter power spectrum.
B. Approaching/surpassing the LSST requirements with CMB S4
Having examined the impact of shear calibration on cosmology for LSST alone, we now add CMB lensing data from
CMB S4. We wish to identify the combination of observables that best constrains the shear biases mi, taking into
account statistical and systematic errors. To do so, we consider separately combinations 1 and 2 (Eq. 10), as well as
all the two-point functions of LSST and CMB S4 lensing (“full LSST & CMB S4 lensing”, Eq. 8). We compare the
resulting level of shear self-calibration to the case of LSST cosmic shear alone (“LSST shear”), and the combination of
all two-point functions from LSST (“LSST full”, including clustering, galaxy-galaxy lensing and cosmic shear). The
shear bias constraints are shown in Fig. 5.
As shown in Tab. II, the statistical SNR is higher for combination 1 than combination 2, which explains the slightly
better constraints on the shear bias seen in Fig. 5. As explained earlier, this is a consequence of our conservative
tracer sample. We also notice that the shear biases m0 and m1 of the first two tomographic bins are not constrained
by combination 2. This is because we only include tracer-lensing correlations when the entire source bin is at higher
redshift than the tracer bin.
In the case of the full LSST & CMB S4 lensing, we find that the shear biases are constrained down to 0.3% for the
highest redshift bins and 2% for the lowest redshift bins. For higher source bins, the lensing efficiency kernels for κgal
and κCMB overlap more, leading to a larger signal, correlation coefficient and signal to noise (the SNR for κgalκCMB
goes from 15 for the lowest redshift bin to 330 for the highest redshift bin). Thus CMB lensing from CMB S4 can
approach and surpass the LSST requirements for shear calibration for most of the tomographic bins.
We assess the impact of intrinsic alignments by including our IA model into the data vector, and not accounting
for it in the fit. This allows to estimate the size of the bias due to IA. Again, we do not account for catastrophic
failures in the photo-z and restrict ourselves to Gaussian photo-z uncertainties. The right panel of Fig. 5 shows that
combination 2 is less affected by intrinsic alignments than combination 1. This was expected, since combination 2
11


























































FIG. 4. Degradation in cosmological parameter constraints, relative to a perfect shear calibration, as a function of shear bias
prior. A shear bias prior of 0 corresponds to perfect shear calibration, and to 0 degradation in cosmological constraints. A shear
bias prior of ∞ amounts to completely relaxing any shear prior, i.e. self-calibrating the shear from the data. A degradation of
1 corresponds to a 100% increase in cosmological parameter error bars, compared to the case with perfect shear calibration.
Left panel: Degradation in cosmological parameter constraints for cosmic shear alone, from LSST.
Right panel: Degradation in cosmological parameter constraints for LSST, when combining cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy
lensing and clustering.
involves tracer-lensing correlations: it is completely exempt of IA in the case of perfect photo-z, and little affected in
the case of Gaussian photo-z. Furthermore, we selected a very conservative tracer sample, for which excellent photo-z
should be achievable. So combination 2 should be very robust to intrinsic alignment contamination. In contrast, shear
tomography is affected by the so-called GI-term for the inter-bin correlations, and by the II-term for the bin auto-
correlations. Similarly, galaxy lensing-CMB lensing is affected by the GI-term [95–97]. This contamination is present
even with perfect photo-z. However, IA only bias the shear calibration from combination 2 within the 68% confidence
region, for our reasonable IA model. Furthermore, no IA mitigation technique was applied here, suggesting that this
forecast is certainly conservative. This result was not obvious a priori. Indeed, at low redshift, IA contaminate the
power spectrum by up to 5 − 10% for κgalκgal and κgalκCMB, in agreement with [25–28, 95, 96]. However, this bias
becomes much smaller at higher redshift (the IA signal is roughly constant with redshift, while the lensing signal
increases), and the higher redshift power spectra are measured with the best signal to noise. As a result, the overall
contamination due to IA is small. Finally, when combining the full LSST & CMB S4, the overall impact of intrinsic
alignments is negligible for the shear bias constraints.
In conclusion, we find that CMB lensing from CMB S4 can constrain the shear multiplicative bias down to or
beyond LSST requirements, while jointly fitting for cosmology, galaxy biases and photo-z uncertainties, and in the
presence of reasonable intrinsic alignments. The method works best at higher redshift, where shear calibration is
expected to be most difficult otherwise. This result is extremely encouraging, and is an example of synergy between
Stage 4 surveys, where multi-probe analyses lead to a dramatic improvement in control over systematics. In Fig. 6,
we show that including CMB lensing from CMB S4 can successfully replace a prior on the shear biases mi, and even
improves the cosmological constraints over LSST alone with realistic priors on mi. This forecast is conservative, as we
include the non-Gaussian covariances, discard the small scales in clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing and marginalize
over galaxy bias, photo-z uncertainties and cosmological parameters. It is also robust to intrinsic alignments and the
assumptions for the CMB S4 specifications (see Sec. IV A) as well as photo-z priors (see Sec. IV B).
IV. IMPACT OF CMB S4 DESIGN AND LENSING SYSTEMATICS; APPLICATION TO
SPACE-BASED LENSING SURVEYS
A. Importance of sensitivity and resolution for CMB S4
In this subsection, we quantify the impact of CMB S4 sensitivity, resolution and component separation on shear
calibration. The top row of Fig. 7 shows the reconstruction noise on the CMB lensing convergence κCMB as a function
12
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FIG. 5. Left panel: 68% confidence constraints on the shear biases mi for LSST, when self-calibrating them with LSST
cosmic shear alone (blue), LSST full (i.e. clustering, galaxy-galaxy lensing and cosmic shear; green), combination 1 (orange),
combination 2 (yellow) and the full LSST & CMB S4 lensing (red). The self-calibration works down to the level of LSST
requirements (dashed lines) for the highest redshift bins, where shear calibration is otherwise most difficult. We stress that all
the solid lines correspond to self-calibration from the data alone, without relying on image simulations. Calibration from image
simulations is expected to meet the LSST requirements, and CMB lensing will thus provide a valuable consistency check for
building confidence in the results from LSST.
Right panel: Impact of unaccounted intrinsic alignments (see Sec. II D). The lines show the bias in the self-calibrated value
of mi, and the colored bands show the 68% confidence constraints, corresponding to the curves in the left panel. Intrinsic
alignments produce a bias in the shear calibration, but not beyond the 68% confidence region.
of sensitivity in temperature (assumed
√
2 times smaller than in polarization; left panel), beam FWHM (central panel)
and maximum multipole included in the analysis `max T,P (parameterizing the effectiveness of component separation;
right panel). When one parameter is varied, the others remain fixed to their fiducial values from Fig. 1. Note that in
all cases, the survey area is kept fixed at 18, 000 deg2 (fsky = 44%). The bottom row of Fig. 7 shows the corresponding
constraints on shear biases mi for each configuration.
The shear calibration improves slowly with sensitivity, by a factor of ∼ 2 when the noise varies from 10 to 0.5µK ′.
This is understandable since the CMB lensing signal falls off quickly at high `, and therefore a significant reduction
in reconstruction noise is needed to image higher ` lensing modes. For the same reason, we expect iterative lensing
reconstruction methods [61, 62] to only improve shear calibration by a few tens of percent.
For our choice of fiducial `-limits (`max = 3000 for T; `max = 5000 for E,B), set by foreground cleaning, varying the
beam FWHM between 0.5′ and 3′ has basically no impact on the shear calibration: a higher resolution experiment
can image higher `-modes, but we are discarding these small scales to avoid foreground contamination.
More realistically, a higher resolution experiment might perform better at component separation and allow to use
higher temperature and polarization multipoles. However, for our fiducial parameters, we find that varying `max T, P
between 2, 000 and 10, 000 only changes the shear calibration by about 25%.
This is encouraging and shows that upcoming third generation experiments such as Advanced ACT (AdvACT, 1.4′
resolution, ∼ 10µK ′ sensitivity on half of the sky) [98] and SPT-3G (1′ resolution, 2.5µK ′ sensitivity on 2, 500 deg2)
[99] can already calibrate the shear from LSST. This calibration will be less precise than from CMB S4, but already
at a useful level. The amount of overlap of AdvACT and SPT-3G with LSST may evolve in the future, and will affect
the shear calibration.
B. Sensitivity to photometric redshift uncertainties
In Sec. III B, we showed that CMB S4 lensing can calibrate the shear from LSST, assuming that the photometric
redshift uncertainties are under control. In this subsection, we ask how crucial this assumption is. We therefore vary
the priors on source and lens photo-z uncertainties and re-run our forecast. The left panel of Fig. 8 shows that the





































LSST & S4, no m-prior
FIG. 6. Radius of the 68% confidence region for cosmological parameters, relative to the LSST fiducial forecast (with priors
on the shear biases of 0.5%). The black line shows the fiducial LSST forecast, and the green line shows the degradation in
cosmological constraints when relaxing the shear bias priors. The red line shows the forecast for LSST & CMB S4 lensing,
when relaxing the shear bias priors. Thus adding CMB lensing from S4 successfully replaces a prior on the shear bias, and
even surpasses the constraining power of LSST alone with shear priors at the level of the LSST requirements. A contour plot
of the cosmological constraints for LSST & CMB S4 is shown in App. A.
where a fixed change in redshift corresponds to a larger relative change in comoving distance. The right panel of Fig. 8
shows that the shear calibration is very insensitive to the lens photo-z uncertainties. This is in large part because
most of the constraining power comes from auto- and cross-correlations of the galaxy lensing and CMB lensing, which
are not affected by the lens photo-z uncertainties.
These results are encouraging: they show that the shear calibration is robust to larger photometric redshift uncer-
tainties. Note however that we have not taken into account catastrophic photo-z failures.
C. Robustness to non-linearities and baryonic effects
As pointed out earlier, our clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing only uses large scales 2piχ(zmean)/l > 10 Mpc/h,
which correspond to `max = 420, 714, 930 and 1212 respectively for the four lens bins. Thus, combination 2 (i.e. gg,
gκgal, gκCMB) is only sensitive to scales greater than 10 Mpc/h. This conservative cut makes linear biasing valid,
and avoids systematic errors from halo occupation modeling, non-linearities and baryonic effects in the matter power
spectrum. As a result, the shear calibration from combination 2 (see Fig. 5) should be very robust to these effects.
On the other hand, combination 1 (i.e. κgalκgal, κgalκCMB, κCMBκCMB) uses lensing-lensing correlations. Because
the lensing kernels extend to very low redshift, a fixed angular scale receives contributions from arbitrarily small
scales. Furthermore, our fiducial forecast includes the modes of κgal and κCMB up to `max = 5000. Assessing
rigorously the contamination from uncertainties in the matter power spectrum is beyond the scope of this paper (see
[22] for details). However, this contamination is expected to be less important for small multipoles. We thus vary
the maximum multipole `max and show the impact on shear calibration from combination 1 in Fig. 9. The shear
calibration from combination 1 is only degraded by 10 − 40% when reducing `max from 5,000 to 930. The shear
calibration from the full LSST & CMB S4 lensing is therefore even less affected. This is likely because at ` & 1, 000,
both CMB and galaxy lensing stop being cosmic variance limited, and the relative uncertainty on the lensing-lensing
power spectra starts growing.
In conclusion, the shear calibration is little affected by the maximum multipole included, beyond `max ∼ 1, 000,
which makes it robust to uncertainties in the modeling of non-linearities and baryonic effects.
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FIG. 7. Impact of varying CMB S4 specifications on the CMB lensing reconstruction noise and the shear calibration for LSST.
Top row: the CMB lensing power spectrum (black line) is compared to the reconstruction noise per `-mode (colored lines) for
different values of sensitivity (left), beam FWHM (center) and maximum multipole where a foreground-cleaned CMB map is
available (right). When varying the sensitivity (left), we quote the white noise level in temperature, and use a
√
2 times larger
value for E and B polarizations. When varying the maximum multipole (right), we assume lmax T = lmax P.
Bottom row: the shear calibration level for the fiducial CMBS4 (black solid line) is compared to the one obtained for each
variation (solid colored lines). The LSST requirement is shown as the black dashed lines.
The shear calibration is affected by sensitivity, but is relatively insensitive to the beam and maximum multipole available. This
is encouraging, and suggests that AdvACT [98] and SPT-3G will already be useful for calibrating the shear from LSST.
D. Application to space-based lensing surveys: Euclid and WFIRST
In this subsection, we reproduce our main forecast on shear calibration for Euclid and WFIRST. Our assumptions
and results for Euclid follow [10, 100] and are summarized in Fig. 10. In particular, we assume a survey area of 15, 000
deg2 with 30 source galaxies per arcmin2. For WFIRST, we follow [11] and present assumptions and results in Fig. 11.
We assume a 2, 200 deg2 survey area with 45 sources/arcmin2. In both cases, we use 10 tomographic source bins, and
the same redMaGiC-like lens sample as for LSST, with 4 lens bins. For all cosmological and nuisance parameters,
including photo-z uncertainties, we use the same priors as for LSST (see Tab. I).
As shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, CMB lensing from S4 can calibrate the shear for the 10 Euclid source bins down
to 0.4% − 2.4%, and for the 10 WFIRST source bins down to 0.6% − 3.2%. Note that the exact requirements for
shear calibration for Euclid and WFIRST may differ from each other and from LSST. Furthermore, the exact redshift
distributions and survey parameters may evolve in the future, in particular for WFIRST. Nevertheless, these results
are highly encouraging.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we answer the following questions: can CMB lensing calibrate the shear bias down to a useful
accuracy, competitive with image simulations and comparable with the LSST requirements? Is this possible while
marginalizing over cosmological and nuisance parameters? How robust is this calibration to intrinsic alignments,
photo-z uncertainties, non-linear and baryonic effects, and assumptions on the CMB S4 experiment? To do so, we
extend the CosmoLike framework to include CMB lensing. We jointly analyze all the two-point correlation functions
of galaxy positions, shear and CMB lensing convergence. We include the non-Gaussian covariances and explore
the posterior distribution with MCMC sampling and the Fisher approximation. Our forecasts simultaneously vary
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FIG. 8. Left panel: level of shear calibration for LSST with CMB S4 lensing, when varying the source photo-z priors. The
black line corresponds to the fiducial priors, and the colored lines are labelled with “x%” such that the prior on ∆z,source,i is
Gauss(0, x%) and the prior on σz,source/(1 + z) is Gauss(0.05, 1.5 × x%). The dependence is more important at low redshift,
where a fixed absolute change in z corresponds to a larger relative change in comoving distance.
Right panel: varying lens photo-z priors. Similarly to the left panel, the black line corresponds to the fiducial priors, and
the colored lines are labelled with “x%” such that the prior on ∆z,lens,i is Gauss(0, x%) and the prior on σz,lens/(1 + z) is
Gauss(0.01, 1.5× x%). The shear calibration is almost completely insensitive to the lens photo-z priors.
cosmological parameters, galaxy biases, photo-z uncertainties for each source and lens bin and shear calibration for
each source bins. We make conservative choices of galaxy samples and scales. We therefore expect our forecast to be
realistic and robust.
We show that CMB lensing from S4 can calibrate the shear multiplicative biases for LSST down to 0.3%−2% in 10
tomographic bins, surpassing the LSST requirements of ∼ 0.5% in most of the redshift range. This method performs
best in the highest redshift bins, where shear calibration is otherwise most challenging. We show a shear calibration
of 0.4%−2.4% for Euclid’s 10 tomographic source bins and 0.6%−3.2% for WFIRST’s 10 bins. For a reasonable level
of intrinsic alignments and Gaussian photo-z uncertainties, the shear calibration from CMB S4 lensing is only biased
at a fraction of the statistical uncertainty. This shear calibration is sensitive to the noise level in CMB S4 maps, but
insensitive to the beam and maximum multipole at which component separation is performed, within sensible values.
Thus stage 3 CMB surveys such as AdvACT and SPT-3G, as well as the Simons Observatory, will already provide
a meaningful shear calibration. It is mildly dependent on the photo-z priors for Gaussian photo-z errors, and on the
maximum multipole included in the analysis, beyond `max ∼ 1, 000. We did not consider explicitly photo-z outliers
[66] or potential biases in the CMB lensing reconstruction [86, 87].
In conclusion, we find that shear calibration from CMB lensing will be possible at a level competitive with or even
exceeding the LSST requirements. This method is a powerful alternative to simulation-based calibration techniques,
because it relies on the data directly. In the systematics-limited era of stage 4 weak lensing surveys, this method
will provide redundancy and serve as a cross check, in order to reliably measure the properties of dark energy, the
neutrino masses and possible modifications to general relativity.
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FIG. 9. In this figure, we vary the maximum multipole included in the lensing-lensing correlations and compare the resulting
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Euclid & CMB S4 SNR
Individual probes
clustering (gg) 344
galaxy-galaxy lensing: gκgal 230
galaxy-CMB lensing: gκCMB 141
shear tomography: κgalκgal 375
CMB lensing auto: κCMBκCMB 366
galaxy lensing-CMB lensing: κgalκCMB 261
Combinations
Euclid: gg, gκgal, κgalκgal 486
Combination 1: κCMBκCMB, κCMBκgal, κgalκgal 510
Combination 2: gg, gκCMB, gκgal 364
Full: gg, gκCMB, gκgal, κCMBκCMB, κCMBκgal, κgalκgal 592
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FIG. 10. Summary of the forecast for Euclid and CMB S4 lensing. The top left panel summarizes our assumptions for the
Euclid survey. The top right panel displays the photo-z bins assumed for the lens and source samples. The bottom left panel
summarizes the signal to noise ratios for the various probes and combinations. The bottom right panel shows the level of shear
calibration in Euclid’s ten source bins.
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FIG. 11. Summary of the forecast for WFIRST and CMB S4 lensing. The top left panel summarizes our assumptions for
the WFIRST survey. The top right panel displays the photo-z bins assumed for the lens and source samples. The bottom left
panel summarizes the signal to noise ratios for the various probes and combinations. The bottom right panel shows the level
of shear calibration in WFIRST’s ten source bins.
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Appendix A: Cosmological parameter dependence
In this appendix, we show the dependences of the various two-point correlation functions on the cosmological
parameters (Fig. 12). These figures show the logarithmic derivative of the observables with respect to the parameters
varied. Together with the covariance matrix in Fig. 3, they are the key ingredients needed to perform a Fisher forecast.
The width of the lines or bands displayed corresponds to the range of variation across tomographic bins.
These figures give intuition on the scaling of observables with parameters, and can be interpreted as follows.
A 1% change in parameter p produces a d lnOd ln p % change in observable O. Therefore, observable O grows with
parameter p if d lnOd ln p > 0. Observable O is strongly dependent on parameter p if |d lnOd ln p | is large. In this case, a
measurement of O will be very constraining for parameter p.
If d lnOd ln p is independent of `, then the parameter p simply acts as a multiplicative factor with O ∝ p
d lnO
d ln p . For
23
example, as seen in Fig. 12, all observables roughly satisfy d lnOd lnσ8 = 2, i.e. O ∝ σ28 , in the linear regime and d lnOd lnσ8 = 3,
i.e. O ∝ σ38 , in the non-linear regime. If the curve of d lnOd ln p as a function of ` is slanted, it means that the parameter
p produces a tilt on O. This is typically the case for Ω0m.




are identical modulo a multiplicative factor, then the parameters p1 and p2 are perfectly degenerate. If these two
curves are only similar modulo multiplicative factor (where “similarity” depends on the covariance matrix), then the
parameters p1 and p2 are partially degenerate, and have a non-zero covariance.
Fig. 13 shows the confidence regions for the 7 cosmological parameters varied in our analysis. The negative corre-









































































































FIG. 12. Logarithmic derivatives of observables with respect to cosmological parameters, showing the scalings of observables
with parameters. Together with the covariance matrix in Fig. 3, these plots visualize the information required for the Fisher
forecast. They give intuition on the parameter dependences and degeneracies. Top left: clustering; top right: galaxy-CMB
lensing and galaxy-galaxy lensing; bottom left: CMB lensing auto-spectrum; bottom right: cosmic shear and galaxy lensing-
CMB lensing.
The width of the lines or bands corresponds to the range of variation across tomographic bins. On these plots, a high absolute
value corresponds to a strong parameter dependence. A positive value corresponds to an observable growing with the parameter.
A horizontal curve corresponds to a multiplicative factor, and a slanted curve corresponds to a tilt in the observable, when the
parameter is varied. Two curves identical modulo multiplicative factor correspond to a perfect degeneracy between parameters.
For example, all observables scale roughly as ∝ σ28 in the linear regime and σ38 in the non-linear regime. The parameter Ω0m

















































































































































































FIG. 13. Cosmological constraints from LSST and CMB S4 lensing. We marginalize over all the nuisance parameters, relaxing
completely the priors on shear biases. The red zones indicate the 68% and 95% confidence regions. Striking features are the
negative correlations for Ω0m−σ8, σ8−w0, w0−wa and the positive correlations for Ω0m−w0, h0−Ω0b, which can be understood
in light of Fig. 12. The irregular shape of the confidence region for Ω0b is a consequence of the flat prior imposed and the poor
constraining power of the data for this parameter.
Appendix B: Convergence of the MCMC chains; validation of the Fisher approximation
In this Appendix, we show the state of convergence of the MCMC chains and the agreement with the Fisher
approximation. Fig. 14 shows that Fisher and MCMC forecasts agree to better than 5% for all shear biases.
This good agreement is the result of two effects. First, it indicates convergence of the MCMC chains, which is not
trivial given that we are jointly fitting 37 parameters. Second, it indicates that the posterior distribution for the shear
biases is close to Gaussian. This was not obvious a priori, and is in agreement with [101]. We show in Fig. 15 that
the posterior is indeed close to Gaussian for the shear biases.
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FIG. 14. Left panel: At each of the 8000 iterations, the radius of the 68% confidence interval for the shear biases is estimated
from the 512 walkers at that same iteration, and shown on this plot, normalized to the final quoted value and offset for clarity.
The final quoted value is obtained by combining the last 4000 iterations. When comparing the estimated values from iterations
4000-6000 and 6000-8000, they differ by
√
2× (0.3% to 5%).
Right panel: relative difference between Fisher approximation and MCMC result for the 68% confidence radius of the shear
biases. The agreement is better than 5%, which implies a corresponding convergence of the MCMC chains, and the near-
















































































































































































































































































FIG. 15. Self-calibration of the shear biases from LSST and CMB S4 lensing. We marginalize over all the nuisance parameters,
relaxing completely the priors on shear biases. The red zones indicate the 68% and 95% confidence regions. The posterior
distributions are visually close to Gaussian, which explains the validity of the Fisher approximation shown in Fig. 14.
